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DRIVER PERFORMANCE RATINGS Aspects of this disclosure provide a driving analysis 
system comprising a first vehicle on - board data recording 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED system and / or a mobile associated with a first user who may 
APPLICATIONS drive a vehicle and / or a driving analysis server . In some 

5 embodiments , the first user may be a driver ( i.e. , a teenager ) 
This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica and the first computing device may be the driver's smart 

tion Ser . No. 16 / 011,312 , filed on Jun . 18 , 2018 , entitled phone . The first vehicle on - board data recording system or 
“ DRIVER PERFORMANCE RATINGS , ” which is a con mobile device may be configured to collect drive data ( e.g. , 
tinuation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 / 861,884 , vehicle telematics data ) representing the driving behavior of 
filed Jan. 4 , 2018 , entitled “ DRIVER PERFORMANCE 10 the vehicle . The first vehicle on - board data recording system 
RATINGS , ” which issued as a U.S. Pat . No. 10,026,243 on or mobile device may also be configured to transmit infor 
Jul . 17 , 2018 , which is a continuation of U.S. patent appli mation based on the drive data . The driving analysis server 
cation Ser . No. 14 / 883,186 filed Oct. 14 , 2015 , entitled may receive the drive data , determine performance ratings 
“ DRIVER PERFORMANCE RATINGS , ” which issued as based on the drive data , and determine if the ratings exceed 

a threshold . If the ratings do exceed a threshold , the driving U.S. Pat . No. 9,892,573 on Feb. 13 , 2018 , all of which are analysis server may increase a “ rating streak , " and check to incorporated herein by reference . see if the streak has reached a rating streak threshold 
sufficient for the driver to advance to a new level . If the FIELD OF ART ratings are insufficient to meet the threshold , the driving 

20 analysis server may reset the rating streak . Aspects of the disclosure generally relate to methods and Aspects of the disclosure further provide a method of computer systems , including one or more computers par rewarding good driving through rewards such as levels , ticularly configured and / or executing computer software . charitable contributions , sweepstakes entries , and / or mes More specifically , aspects of this disclosure relate to systems sages to friends and family . Drivers may follow each other 
for capturing , evaluating , and communicating vehicle tele- 25 using an application presenting performance information 
matics to encourage safe driving behavior . and / or messages associated with other drivers . The method 

may also include determining whether the user is driving the 
BACKGROUND vehicle during the trip . 

Of course , the methods and systems of the above - refer 
People and organizations , such as auto - insurance compa- 30 enced embodiments may also include other additional ele 

nies or providers , may collect and / or analyze vehicle tele ments , steps , computer - executable instructions , or com 
matics data for a variety of purposes . Vehicle telematics data puter - readable data structures . In this regard , other 
includes various data from measurements related to a vehi embodiments are disclosed and claimed herein as well . The 
cle's operation . For example , vehicle telematics data may details of these and other embodiments of the present 
include global positioning system ( GPS ) coordinates of an 35 invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and 
automobile that allow the location of the automobile to be the description below . Other features and advantages of the 
tracked . Also , for example , vehicle telematics data may invention will be apparent from the description , drawings , 
include acceleration data of an automobile that allows the and claims . 
speed of the automobile to be tracked . Insurance providers 
may use this information , in some examples , to evaluate the 40 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
risk of customers and potential customers . Other organiza 
tions may also be interested in such information to deter The present invention is illustrated by way of example 
mine a person's driving behavior . Moreover , drivers , parents and is not limited by the accompanying figures in which like 
or other guardians of drivers , insurance providers , and the reference numerals indicate similar elements and in which : 
like , may desire to use this data to encourage safe driving 45 FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example computing 
behaviors . device or environment that may be used in accordance with 

one or more aspects described herein . 
BRIEF SUMMARY FIG . 2 illustrates an example network environment in 

which a system in accordance with one or more aspects 
In light of the foregoing background , the following pres- 50 described herein may be implemented . 

ents a simplified summary of the present disclosure in order FIG . 3 illustrates a flow diagram for an example method 
to provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the in accordance with one or more aspects described herein . 
invention . This summary is not an extensive overview of the FIG . 4 illustrates an example user interface displaying an 
invention . It is not intended to identify key or critical example rating screen in accordance with one or more 
elements of the invention or to delineate the scope of the 55 aspects described herein . 
invention . The following summary merely presents some FIG . 5 illustrates an example social user interface in 
concepts of the invention in a simplified form as a prelude accordance with one or more aspects described herein . 
to the more detailed description provided below . FIG . 6 illustrates an example donation interface in accor 

Aspects of the disclosure address one or more of the dance with further aspects described herein . 
issues mentioned above by disclosing methods , computer 60 
readable storage media , software , systems , and apparatuses DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
for providing a driving analysis system that may facilitate 
rating the performance of a driver in a competitive fashion In accordance with various aspects of the disclosure , 
using vehicle telematics . This may encourage better driving methods , computer - readable media , software , and appara 
performance by allowing drivers to voluntarily compete in a 65 tuses are disclosed that provide a vehicle with a telematics 
fun atmosphere , while providing incentives such as feed management system for rating a driver's driving perfor 
back and rewards . mance and presenting that rating to a driver in a competitive 
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manner . The vehicle telematics management system may the system may reduce the likelihood that a driver may 
allow a driver or other user to monitor the driving perfor forget to activate the system or intentionally not use the 
mance of a driver , share the driving performance data , system due to inconvenience . 
and / or receive rewards for their driving performance . For As described herein , aspects of the vehicle telematics 
example , the vehicle telematics system may generate a 5 management system may be accomplished by implementing 
rating for a driver based on driving behaviors ( as deter a suite of computer programs . Different programs of the 
mined , for instance , from vehicle telematics data ) , such as suite of programs may be executed by different devices to 
speeding and braking , and allow the driver to publish their perform different functions . For example , driver computing 
driving performance ( such as by sharing a driver rating or devices may collect telematics data , while server devices 
level earned based on the rating via , for instance , social 10 may process that data into ratings and / or streaks ( e.g. , a 
media ) . In some instances , a monetary or financial reward number of consecutive ratings of a predetermined level ) . 
may be given for good driving , which may be given to the While different programs may be installed and executed on 
driver or to a third party ( such as a charity ) . In some different devices , any device disclosed herein may execute 
instances , the system may penalize the driver and / or gener any of the programs . Further , in some embodiments , the 
ate audio or visual notifications if performance metrics are 15 suite of programs may be implemented as different modules 
not met ( e.g. , driving outside a geo - fence , driving at high of a single program and the different devices may execute 
speeds , braking too hard , cornering too hard , etc. ) . The the different modules . The predetermined threshold value 
vehicle telematics management system may evaluate vehicle needed for a drive to count in a streak may also change 
telematics data and communicate notifications to an insur depending on the level and / or the user . For example , a streak 
ance provider , parent or other guardian of the driver , or other 20 at level two may have a threshold value of eighty , while a 
entity if certain conditions are met , such as meeting perfor streak at level three may have a threshold value of eighty 
mance ratings based on the one or more performance metrics five . 
( e.g. , speed restrictions , acceleration / deceleration restric In some instances , credits or strikes may be afforded 
tions , night time driving , etc. ) . Such communications may before a streak is reset . For example , if a driver needs a 
be governed by or limited based on permissions granted by 25 streak of ten drives beyond a threshold value to reach the 
the driver , parent or guardian of the driver , and the like . next level , the driver may be given three credits which will 

In some arrangements , the performance ratings may be forgive the driver for three drives that fail to reach the 
used to create a competitive environment ( e.g. , virtual threshold value . For example , if the user scores eighty but 
environment of competition ) in order to encourage drivers to the threshold value is eighty - five , a streak may not disap 
practice safe driving habits . The competitive environment 30 pear , but one of three credits may disappear . After the three 
may have a video game - like arrangement and may provide credits are used , if the user scores under the threshold value 
incentives . A driver may enroll voluntarily . For example , a again , then the streak may reset to zero . In some instances , 
teen driver may not wish be mandatorily enrolled by her an unlimited number of credits or strikes may be afforded 
parents in a performance tracking system , and may attempt ( e.g. , no streak is required ) , such that the count of scores 
to circumvent the system if her parents do force her to enroll 35 over a threshold value ( whether consecutive or not ) may 
( such as by leaving her cell phone at home ) . By using game determine achieving the next level . For example , a driver 
mechanics , such as high scores and driving streaks , the teen may only need to have five good drives , which need not be 
driver may actively use the system , which may promote safe in continuous , to achieve level two but may need a streak of 
driving behaviors that may benefit the teen driver , the teen ten good drives thereafter to achieve level three . 
driver's parents , an insurance provider of the teen , as well as 40 The ratings or streaks may be used to generate a leveling 
any other individuals sharing the road with the teen driver . system . For example , a driver may be awarded a rating for 

Although various aspects described herein may be dis each drive or trip . If a rating meets a predetermined value , 
cussed in the context of a teenage or “ teen ” driver , the it may increase a number of consecutive ratings above a 
systems and arrangements described herein may be used by threshold in a streak ( or reset the streak ( e.g. , to zero ) if it 
drivers of any age or experience level to encourage and / or 45 does not ) . If , by meeting the predetermined value and 
reward safe driving habits and behaviors . thereby increasing the number of consecutive ratings in the 

The vehicle telematics management system may be steak , the streak contains at least a predetermined number of 
implemented using mobile user devices ( e.g. , smartphones , drives , the driver may receive or be promoted to an 
tablet computing devices , laptops , etc. ) . For example , a increased level ( e.g. , the next higher level in the competitive 
driver's smartphone may be configured to collect and evalu- 50 environment ) . Each level may require a larger or longer 
ate vehicle telematics data using vehicle operation sensors streak than the level before it . Further , rewards may be given 
( e.g. , using sensors within the mobile device and / or by based on the ratings . For example , monetary rewards may be 
communicating with sensors arranged in a vehicle ) . The given for obtaining a level , a certain size streak , a prede 
smartphone may compile tabulated metrics and transmit termined number of perfect scores in a time period , or other 
those metrics to a server . Some aspects include transmitting 55 such threshold . 
a notification after particular driving behaviors have These ratings , streaks , levels , and rewards may be shared 
occurred , such as a hard - braking event , a vehicle exceeding between users . For example , a driver may have a list of 
a certain speed , and / or a vehicle is traveling after dark , in friends , and may be able to share their ratings , streaks , 
inclement weather , or the like . levels , and / or rewards between friends . This may promote 

The vehicle telematics management system may also 60 better driving through a competitive , game - like atmosphere . 
automatically detect when a vehicle starts and stops , thereby In the following description of the various embodiments 
facilitating collection of vehicle telematics data . For of the disclosure , reference is made to the accompanying 
example , a driver's smartphone may execute an application drawings , which form a part hereof , and in which is shown 
in the background so that it may automatically detect when by way of illustration , various embodiments in which the 
the driver is in a moving vehicle . As such , a number of steps 65 disclosure may be practiced . It is to be understood that other 
to be performed by the driver for the collection of vehicle embodiments may be utilized , and structural and functional 
telematics data may be reduced . In other words , aspects of modifications may be made . 
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In one or more arrangements , aspects of the present system , such as software updates . Meanwhile , the display 
disclosure may be implemented with a computing device . device 117 may assist the system administrators and users to 
FIG . 1 illustrates a block diagram of an example computing confirm / appreciate their inputs . 
device 100 that may be used in accordance with aspects The memory 113 may be any computer - readable medium 
described herein . The computing device 100 may be similar 5 for storing computer - executable instructions ( e.g. , soft 
to any available computing device , such as a personal ware ) . The instructions stored within memory 113 may 
computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer ) , server , laptop com enable the computing device 100 to perform various func 
puter , notebook , tablet , smartphone , etc. The computing tions . For example , memory 113 may store software used by 
device 100 may have a vehicle telematics manager 101 for the computing device 100 , such as an operating system 119 
performing methods and executing instructions of the 10 and application programs 121 , and may include an associ 
vehicle telematics management program ( s ) described ated database 123 . 
herein . The vehicle telematics manager 101 may be imple The network interface 111 allows the computing device 
mented with one or more processors and one or more storage 100 to connect to and communicate with a network 130. The 
units ( e.g. , databases , RAM , ROM , and other computer network 130 may be any type of network , including a local 
readable media ) , one or more application specific integrated 15 area network ( LAN ) and / or a wide area network ( WAN ) , 
circuits ( ASICs ) , and / or other hardware components ( e.g. , such as the Internet , a cellular network , or satellite network . 
resistors , capacitors , power sources , switches , multiplexers , Through the network 130 , the computing device 100 may 
transistors , inverters , etc. ) . Throughout this disclosure , the communicate with one or more other computing devices 
vehicle telematics manager 101 may refer to the software 140 , such as laptops , notebooks , smartphones , tablets , per 
and / or hardware used to implement the vehicle telematics 20 sonal computers , servers , etc. The computing devices 140 
manager 101. In cases where the vehicle telematics manager may also be configured in a similar manner as computing 
101 includes one or more processors , such processors may device 100. In some embodiments the computing device 100 
be specially configured to perform the processes disclosed may be connected to the computing devices 140 to form a 
herein . Additionally , or alternatively , the vehicle telematics “ cloud ” computing environment . 
manager 101 may include one or more processors config- 25 The network interface 111 may connect to the network 
ured to execute computer - executable instructions , which 130 via communication lines , such as coaxial cable , fiber 
may be stored on a storage medium , to perform the pro optic cable , etc. , or wirelessly using a cellular backhaul or a 
cesses disclosed herein . In some examples , the computing wireless standard , such as IEEE 802.11 , IEEE 802.15 , IEEE 
device 100 may include one or more processors 103 in 802.16 , etc. In some embodiments , the network interface 
addition to , or instead of , the vehicle telematics manager 30 may include a modem . Further , the network interface 111 
101. The processor ( s ) 103 may be configured to operate in may use various protocols , including TCP / IP , Ethernet , File 
conjunction with vehicle telematics manager 101. Both the Transfer Protocol ( FTP ) , Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
vehicle telematics manager 101 and the processor ( s ) 103 ( HTTP ) , etc. , to communicate with other computing devices 
may be capable of controlling operations of the computing 140 . 
device 100 and its associated components , including RAM 35 FIG . 1 is an example arrangement of a computing device 
105 , ROM 107 , an input / output ( I / O ) module 109 , a network 100. In other arrangements , the computing device 100 may 
interface 111 , and memory 113. For example , the vehicle include fewer or more elements . For example , the comput 
telematics manager 101 and processor ( s ) 103 may each be ing device 100 may use the processor ( s ) 103 to perform 
configured to read / write computer - executable instructions functions of the vehicle telematics manager 101 , and thus 
and other values from / to the RAM 105 , ROM 107 , and 40 might not include a separate processor for the vehicle 

telematics manager 101. Or , for example , the computing 
The I / O module 109 may be configured to be connected device 100 may be a mobile device ( e.g. , a smartphone , 

to an input device 115 , such as a microphone , keypad , tablet , etc. ) , and thus may also include various other com 
keyboard , touchscreen , and / or stylus through which a user of ponents , such as a battery , speaker , and / or antennas ( not 
the computing device 100 may provide input data . The I / O 45 shown ) . Also , the computing device 100 may be an on - board 
module 109 may also be configured to be connected to a vehicle computing device 100 ( either installed by a vehicle 
display device 117 , such as a monitor , television , touch manufacturer or as an aftermarket part ) having vehicle 
screen , etc. , and may include a graphics card . The display compatible elements , such as a port for an on - board diag 
device 117 and input device 115 are shown as separate nostic connector or ports for other vehicle operation sensors 
elements from the computing device 100 ; however , they 50 ( e.g. , tire pressure sensors , engine temperature sensors , etc. ) . 
may be within the same structure . Using the input device The methods and software for capturing and communi 
115 , system administrators may update various aspects of cating vehicle telematics data as disclosed herein may be 
the vehicle telematics management program , such as rules implemented on one or more computing devices 100 used in 
for collecting vehicle telematics data , rules for detecting various network environments . FIG . 2 illustrates an example 
vehicle starts and stops , rules for detecting violations of 55 network environment 200 for implementing methods 
restrictions , and rules for providing notifications , warnings , according to aspects described herein . As shown in FIG . 2 , 
and parameter changes , such as information to be commu the network environment 200 may include a network 201 
nicated in these communications and data structures to use configured to connect computing devices within or associ 
for these communications . On some computing devices 100 , ated with a vehicle 202 ( e.g. , driver computing device 100c 
the input device 115 may be operated by users to interact 60 or vehicle computing device 100v ) , satellites 203 , cellular 
with the vehicle telematics management program , including network elements 204 ( e.g. , cell towers ) , one or more 
providing user information and / or preferences , vehicle administrative computing devices 100a , one or more driving 
information ( e.g. , make and model of a vehicle ) , account analysis servers 205 , and one or more friend's computing 
information , parameters for setting restrictions , warning / devices 100p . Collectively , one or more of these computing 
suggestion messages , etc. , as described in further detail 65 devices may form a vehicle telematics management system . 
below . System administrators may use the input device 115 The network 201 may be any type of network , like the 
to make updates to the vehicle telematics management network 130 described above , and use one or more com 

memory 113 . 
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munication protocols ( e.g. , protocols for the Internet ( IP ) , hard - braking events . The driver computing device 100c or 
Bluetooth , cellular communications , satellite communica vehicle computing device 100v may be further configured to 
tions , etc. ) to connect computing devices and servers within evaluate the drive data and to send notifications to the 
the network environment 200 so they may send and receive vehicle telematics management system ( e.g. , driving analy 
communications ( e.g. , notifications shown as dashed 5 sis server 205 ) . In particular , the driver computing devices 
arrows ) between each other . In particular , the network 201 100c and / or vehicle computing device 100v may send the 
may include a cellular network and its components , such as results for a given drive to the driving analysis server 205 . base stations . Accordingly , for example , a driver computing Further , the driver computing device 100c may be con device 100c ( e.g. , a first smartphone ) of a teenager in vehicle figured to execute a driver device program that provides 202 may communicate , via a cellular backhaul of the net- 10 computer - executable instructions for collecting and commu work 201 , with a driving analysis server 205 , which in turn nicating vehicle telematics data as well as a user interface for may communicate , via the cellular backhaul of the network a driver ( or other individual ) in order to provide inputs to 201 , with a friend's computing device 100p ( e.g. , another 
smartphone ) to provide notifications regarding vehicle 202's and receive outputs from the vehicle telematics management 
performance . While FIG . 2 depicts arrows pointing to the 15 system . Such a driver device program may be downloaded 
vehicle 202 , it should be understood that the connections or otherwise installed onto the driver computing device 100c 
may be made with the driver computing device 100c and / or using known methods . Once installed onto the driver com 
vehicle computing device 100v within the vehicle 202. For puting device 100c , a user may launch the driver device 
example , the driver computing device 100c and / or vehicle program by , for example , operating buttons or a touchscreen 
computing device 100v may communicate with a satellite 20 on the driver computing device 100c . Additionally , or alter 
203 to obtain GPS coordinates or to transfer notifications to natively , the driver computing device 100c may be config 
the network 201 through the satellite 203. Further , it should ured to execute a web browser ( e.g. , an application for 
be understood that the driver computing device 100c ( e.g. , accessing and navigating the Internet ) to access a web page 
a smartphone ) may connect to the network 201 even if it is that provides an interface for the vehicle telematics man 
removed from the vehicle 202 . 25 agement system . 

FIG . 2 illustrates one vehicle 202. However , the vehicle Although FIG . 2 depicts driver computing device 100c 
telematics management system may be configured to com within the vehicle 202 , the vehicle may contain more or 
municate with multiple vehicles 202 simultaneously . For fewer driver computing devices 100c in some cases . For 
example , the driving analysis server 205 may collect infor example , the vehicle 202 may carry one or more passengers 
mation from a large number of vehicles and allow users to 30 in addition to the driver , and each person may have one or 
choose to share their performance ( e.g. , driver levels ) with more driver computing devices 100c . If another individual is 
each other . a passenger , he may be able to select an option on his mobile 

Also , although FIG . 2 depicts the vehicle 202 as a car , the device indicating that he is not the iver , which may prevent 
vehicle 202 may be any type of vehicle , including a motor telematics information from being recorded even if it is set 
cycle , bicycle , scooter , drone ( or other automated device ) , 35 to record such information automatically . This may prevent 
truck , bus , boat , plane , recreational vehicle , helicopter , etc. the subsystem 206 from generating duplicate sets of telem 

FIG . 2 also illustrates an example subsystem 206 within atics information for a single drive in a single vehicle 202 . 
the network environment 200. Specifically , the example In some instances , the driver computing device may be 
subsystem 206 illustrates an example arrangement of com linked to a vehicle ID , which may assist in identifying the 
puting devices that may exist within the vehicle 202 ( and 40 driver . In some instances , other facts ( such as driving 
other vehicles not shown ) . As shown in FIG . 2 , the vehicle behavior ) may be used to identify the driver from among 
202 may include a driver computing device 100c and / or a multiple computing devices present in the vehicle and 
vehicle computing device 100v . In some arrangements , the associated with multiple people . In some instances , users in 
driver computing device 100c and vehicle computing device a carpool may designate who is the driver among the group 
100v may communicate with one another ( e.g. , via Blu- 45 and specify the scenario ( e.g. , every Wednesday , or every 
etooth or other communication protocol ) . The driver com afternoon ) , and the system may then shut off the detection 
puting device 100c may be any mobile computing device among all the non - drivers in the car to prevent generating 
( e.g. , a smartphone , tablet , etc. ) that is associated with a duplicate sets of telematics information for a single drive . 
driver or individual whether they are a driver or passenger The subsystem 206 may also include a vehicle computing 
of the vehicle 202. The driver computing device 100c may 50 device 100v ( such as an on - board vehicle computing device ) 
be configured in a similar manner to the computing device communicatively coupled to the vehicle 202 and / or the 
100 of FIG . 1 . driver computing device 100c . The vehicle computing 

In some embodiments , the driver computing device 100c device 100v may be configured in a similar manner to the 
and / or vehicle computing device 100v may also be config computing device 100 ( e.g. , including some or all of the 
ured to collect drive data using various sensors , e.g. , an 55 components described with respect to computing device 
accelerometer , GPS , gyroscope , etc. of the driver computing 100 ) of FIG . 1. Further , the vehicle computing device 100v 
device 100c , sensors 220 of the vehicle 202 , or the vehicle may be configured to execute the driver device program in 
computing device 100v , or a combination thereof . Drive data addition to , or instead of , the driver computing device 100C . 
may include vehicle telematics data or any other data related In some cases , the vehicle computing device 100v and driver 
to events occurring during a vehicle's trip ( e.g. , an impact to 60 computing device may operate in conjunction so that the 
a part of the vehicle , a deployed airbag , windshield wiper vehicle computing device 100v performs some modules of 
use , headlight use , braking habits , speed , banking , etc. ) . For the driver device program while the driver computing device 
example , drive data may include location information such 100c performs other modules of the driver device program . 
as GPS coordinates that indicate the geographical location of For example , the vehicle computing device may collect 
the driver computing device 100c as well as speed and 65 drive data ( e.g. , vehicle telematics data ) and communicate 
acceleration data that may be used to detect speeding ( e.g. , the drive data , via a wired ( e.g. , USB ) or wireless ( e.g. , 
exceeding a predefined speed or known speed limit ) and Bluetooth ) connection , to a driver computing device 100c 
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within the same vehicle 202 so that the driver computing subsystem 206 may be configured to receive and transmit 
device may evaluate the drive data and send notifications . some data from operational sensors 220 , while other data 

Further , the vehicle computing device 100v may be con may be transmitted by the vehicle 202 to the driving analysis 
figured to connect to one or more devices ( e.g. , a GPS , server 205. Thus , sensors 220 within the vehicle 202 may be 
sensors , etc. ) installed on the vehicle 202 to collect the drive 5 configured to independently capture , store , and transmit 
data . In some embodiments , the vehicle computing device vehicle operation and driving data . 
100v may be a system including multiple devices . For Subsystem 206 may be a computing device containing 
example , the vehicle computing device 100v may include many or all of the hardware / software components as the 
the vehicle's on - board diagnostic ( OBD ) system . The computing device 100 depicted in FIG . 1. As discussed 
vehicle computing device 100v may be configured to inter- 10 above , the subsystem 206 may receive vehicle operation and 
face with one or more vehicle sensors ( e.g. , fuel gauge , tire driving data from vehicle sensors 220 and may transmit the 
pressure sensors , engine temperature sensors , accelerom data to one or more external computer systems ( e.g. , a 
eters , braking sensors , etc. ) . The vehicle computing device driving analysis server 205 ) over a wireless transmission 
may be configured to communicate directly or indirectly network . Subsystem 206 also may be configured to detect or 
( e.g. , through a driver computing device 100c ) with the 15 determine additional types of data relating to real - time 
vehicle telematics management system . In some embodi driving and the condition of the vehicle 202. In certain 
ments , there might not be a vehicle computing device 100v embodiments , the subsystem 206 may contain or may be 
installed on the vehicle 202 that is configurable to interface integral with one or more of the vehicle sensors 220 and / or 
with the vehicle telematics management system , or the with one or more additional sensors discussed below . 
vehicle computing device 100v might not be able to com- 20 Additionally , the subsystem 206 may be configured to 
municate with a driver computing device 100c . collect data regarding the number of passengers and the 

Vehicle operation sensors 220 refer to a set of sensors and types of passengers ( e.g. adults , children , teenagers , pets , 
data detection devices associated with the vehicle 202 etc. ) in the vehicle 202. The subsystem 206 also may be 
capable of detecting and recording various conditions at the configured to collect data a driver's movements or the 
vehicle and operational parameters of the vehicle . For 25 condition of a driver . For example , the subsystem 206 may 
example , sensors 220 may detect and store data correspond include or communicate with sensors that monitor a driver's 
ing to the vehicle's speed , distances driven , rates of accel movements , such as the driver's eye position and / or head 
eration or braking , and specific instances of sudden accel position , etc. Additionally , the subsystem 206 may collect 
eration , braking , and swerving . Sensors 220 also may detect data regarding the physical or mental state of the driver , such 
and store data received from the vehicle's 202 internal 30 as fatigue or intoxication . The condition of the driver may be 
systems , such as impact to the body of the vehicle , air bag determined through the movements of the driver or through 
deployment , headlights usage , brake light operation , door sensors , for example , sensors that detect the content of 
opening and closing , door locking and unlocking , cruise alcohol in the air or blood alcohol content of the driver , such 
control usage , hazard lights usage , windshield wiper usage , as a breathalyzer . 
horn usage , turn signal usage , seat belt usage , phone and 35 The subsystem 206 and / or driving analysis server 205 
radio usage within the vehicle , maintenance performed on may also store the type of the vehicle 202 , for example , the 
the vehicle , and other data collected by the vehicle's com make , model , trim ( or sub - model ) , year , and / or engine 
puter systems . specifications . The vehicle type may be programmed by a 

Additional sensors 220 may detect and store the external user or customer , determined by accessing a remote com 
driving conditions , for example , external temperature , rain , 40 puter system , such as an insurance company or financial 
snow , light levels , and sun position for driver visibility . institution server , or may be determined from the vehicle 
Sensors 220 also may detect and store data relating to itself ( e.g. , by accessing the vehicles 202's computer sys 
moving violations and the observance of traffic signals and tems ) . 
signs by the vehicle 202. Additional sensors 220 may detect In some embodiments , vehicle 202 carrying the driver 
and store data relating to the maintenance of the vehicle 202 , 45 may be autonomous or semi - autonomous and be operating 
such as the engine status , oil level , engine coolant tempera in an autonomous mode ( e.g. , auto - pilot mode ) . An autono 
ture , odometer reading , the level of fuel in the fuel tank , mously - controlled vehicle 202 may be controlled by its 
engine revolutions per minute ( RPMs ) , and / or tire pressure . vehicle computing device 100v and / or a remote computing 

The operational sensors 220 also may include one or more device via the network 201 or another network . The vehicle 
cameras and proximity sensors capable of recording addi- 50 computing device 100v may employ sensors for inputting 
tional conditions inside or outside of the vehicle 202 . information related to a vehicle's surroundings ( e.g. , dis 
Internal cameras may detect conditions such as the number tance from nearby objects ) and use the inputted information 
of the passengers in the vehicle 202 , and potential sources of to control components of the vehicle 202 to drive the vehicle 
driver distraction within the vehicle ( e.g. , pets , phone usage , 202 . 
unsecured objects in the vehicle ) . External cameras and 55 FIG . 2 further illustrates that the vehicle telematics man 
proximity sensors may detect other nearby vehicles , traffic agement system may include one or more driving analysis 
levels , road conditions , traffic obstructions , animals , servers 205. The driving analysis server 205 may be con 
cyclists , pedestrians , and other conditions that may factor figured to receive notifications ( which may include the raw 
into a driving analysis . vehicle telematics data or information indicating driving 

The operational sensors 220 may store data within the 60 events ) from subsystem 206 and process the notifications to 
vehicle 202 , and / or may transmit the data to one or more determine if conditions are met ( e.g. , whether driving per 
external computer systems ( e.g. , a driving analysis server formance restrictions have been violated ) . 
205 ) . As shown in FIG . 2 , the operation sensors 220 may be The driving analysis servers 205 may include hardware , 
configured to transmit data to a driving analysis server 205 software , and network components to receive vehicle opera 
via the subsystem 206. In other examples , one or more of the 65 tion data from the subsystem 206 and / or directly from the 
operation sensors 220 may be configured to transmit data vehicle 202. Vehicle operation data may comprise data 
directly without using the subsystem 206. For example , the associated with the vehicle 202 such as speed information , 
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braking information , time of day information , driving loca driving analysis server 205 may share a new level obtained 
tion , type of road being driven , driving behavior ( e.g. , by a driver using a driver computing device 100c on an 
smoothness of a drive ) , sound volume in the vehicle , and / or interface of an authorized computing device 100p , and / or 
accelerometer information . The driving analysis server 205 broadcast the new level via social media . 
and the subsystem 206 may be implemented as a single 5 The administrative computing device 100a of FIG . 2 may 
server / system , or may be separate servers / systems . In some be maintained and / or operated by an administrator of the 
examples , the driving analysis server 205 may be a central vehicle telematics management system . For example , in a 
server configured to receive vehicle operation data from a case where the vehicle telematics management system is 
plurality of remotely subsystems 206 associated with a provided by an insurance provider , the administrator may be 
plurality of vehicles 202 . 10 any personnel of the insurance provider with authorization 
As shown in FIG . 2 , driving analysis server 205 may to make changes / updates to the system . System administra 

include a driving analysis module 210 and a driver rating tors may use the administrative computing device 100a to 
calculation module 211. Modules 210 and 211 may be update the vehicle telematics management system . For 
implemented in hardware and / or software configured to example , the administrative computing device 100a may be 
perform a set of specific functions within the driving analy- 15 used to prepare and deploy software updates to the driver 
sis server 205. For example , the driving analysis module 210 device program or other software executing on devices 
and the driver rating calculation module 211 may include within the system ( e.g. , software running on the driving 
one or more driving analysis / driver score calculation algo analysis servers 205 ) . The administrative computing device 
rithms , which may be executed by one or more software 100a may also be used by system administrators to ensure 
applications running on generic or specialized hardware 20 that the system is running smoothly . For example , the 
within the driving analysis server 205. The driving analysis administrative computing device 100a may be used to check 
module 210 may use the vehicle operation data received that driver computing devices 100c are sending notifica 
from subsystem 206 and / or other systems to perform driving tions , and that the notifications are being properly routed . In 
analyses for specific vehicles 202. The driver rating calcu some instances , the administrative computing device 100a 
lation module 211 may use the results of the driving analysis 25 may adjust feedback for one or more users based on ana 
performed by module 210 to calculate or adjust a driver lyzing and collecting data from driver computing device 
score for a driver of a vehicle 202 based on specific driving 100c and / or friend's computing device 100p . 
behaviors . Further descriptions and examples of the algo FIG . 3 illustrates a flow diagram for an example method 
rithms , functions , and analyses that may be executed by the in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure . More 
driving analysis module 210 and the driver rating calculation 30 specifically , FIG . 3 illustrates a plurality of steps of a method 
module 211 are described below in reference to FIG . 3 . for collecting and communicating vehicle telematics data to 

To perform driving analyses and driver score calculations , facilitate rating driver performance according to one or more 
the driving analysis server 205 may initiate communication metrics . The steps of FIG . 3 may be performed by various 
with and / or retrieve data from one or more vehicles 202 , devices disclosed herein , such as an administrative comput 
subsystems 206 , and additional devices such as computing 35 ing device 100a , a driver computing device 100c , a vehicle 
device 100p . For example , the databases 215 may store data computing device 100v , a friend's computing device 100p , 
corresponding to the amount of traffic and certain traffic and / or an driving analysis server 205 , of which some or all 
characteristics ( e.g. , amount of traffic , average driving devices may form the vehicle telematics management sys 
speed , traffic speed distribution , and numbers and types of tem . In particular , one or more of the steps of FIG . 3 may be 
accidents , etc. ) at various specific locations and times . The 40 performed by executing a driver device program on a driver 
databases may also store weather data ( e.g. , rain , snow , sleet , computing device 100c of the vehicle telematics manage 
hail , temperature , wind , road conditions , visibility , etc. ) at ment system . 
different locations and different times . The databases 215 in The method of FIG . 3 may begin with a step 305 in which 
driving analysis server 205 may store additional driving data computing devices of the vehicle telematics management 
from one or more different data sources or providers which 45 system are configured . In particular , step 305 may include 
may be relevant to the driving analyses and / or driver score configuring the driver computing device 100c to interface 
calculations performed by the driving analysis server 205 . with the vehicle telematics management system so that 
The databases 215 may store data regarding events such as notifications related to driving behavior may be transmitted 
road hazards and traffic accidents , downed trees , power to the system . Also , the driver computing device 100c may 
outages , road construction zones , school zones , and natural 50 be configured to collect vehicle telematics data . This may 
disasters that may affect the driving analyses and / or driver include interfacing the driver computing device 100c with a 
score calculations performed by the driving analysis server vehicle computing device 100v and its sensors . Alterna 
205. As discussed below in reference to FIG . 3 , the driving tively , or additionally , configuring the driver computing 
analysis server 205 may retrieve and use data from databases device 100c may include activating and / or calibrating a 
and evaluate the driving behaviors of specific vehicles 202. 55 GPS , accelerometer , gyroscope , or other sensor of the driver 

The driving analysis server 205 may use the information computing device 100c . Further , configuring the driver 
to create profiles including the various information collected computing device 100c may include installing an appropri 
for the drivers . For example , the driving analysis server 205 ate vehicle telematics management program , such as the 
may store a plurality of profiles in databases 215 corre driver device program , thereon . Different driver computing 
sponding to a plurality of drivers associated with a plurality 60 devices may install different versions of the driver device 
of vehicles 202. The driving analysis server 205 may share program depending on their platforms . For example , a driver 
certain portions of the stored information , such as levels , computing device 100c running a first operating system may 
streaks , or ratings , among the drivers . The profiles may be install a first version configured for that platform , while a 
transmitted for display by the communicating with the driver driver computing device 100c running a second , different 
computing device 100c and / or the friend's computing device 65 operating system may install a different version . Also , in 
100p . In some arrangements , the driving analysis server 205 some cases , step 305 may include a step of downloading the 
may broadcast events involving a profile . For example , the driver device program onto a driver computing device 1000 
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from an administrative computing device 100a , driving driving ) , angle of the sun depending on time of year , 
analysis server 205 , or another server or online marketplace . geographic location , etc. The computing device 100c may , in 

The method may continue with determining that a drive some examples , continually determine time - of - day informa 
has started in step 310. A computing device 100c may use tion for the duration of the drive . The computing device 100c 
information ( e.g. , acceleration or speed information as 5 may also record weather information . For example , the 
received from one or more sensing devices ) to determine computing device 100c may determine the weather for the 
that the computing device 100c ( and thus the vehicle ) is in 
motion , and to indicate that a particular driving trip ( e.g. , the In some embodiments , the computing device 100c may 
" drive ” ) has begun . For example , a computing device 1000 determine some information , such as speed limits , time - of 
may include GPS and / or accelerometer data that indicates 10 day , or weather information , by recording the time and place 
that the device has begun moving at a certain rate of speed . of a drive for the driving analysis server to calculate the 
A device may use a Bluetooth or other connection to a information ( such as the speed limits and weather on a road ) 
vehicle 202 to transmit an indication that the computing based on the time and place of the vehicle 202 . 
device 100c is in proximity to the vehicle 202. In some In step 330 , the computing device 100c may determine 
instances , the computing device 100c may receive an input 15 that a drive has ended . The computing device 100c may 
from a user ( such as a button push , voice command , or other notice ( for example , by using GPS or accelerometer data ) 
such input ) indicating that a drive has begun . In some that a vehicle is no longer in motion or that the driver has 
instances , the computing device 100c may detect consistent moved away from the vehicle ( based on e.g. , the motion of 
driving patterns ( e.g. , every weekday at 7 am ) over time and the computing device 100c ) . The computing device 100c 
may use the driving patters to determine likely drive start 20 may then stop recording data for the drive , and / or send a 
times . The computing device 100c may link the likely start notification of an arrival in step 333 . 
times to a detection of a proximity to the vehicle 202 to In step 333 , the computing device 100c may send an 
determine more accurate start times . arrival notification in response to the drive or trip ending . 

In step 315 , the computing device 100c may determine For example , when a driver has arrived at a friend's house , 
driving performance metric data for the drive based on , for 25 the system may generate a notification indicating that the 
instance , received telematics data . This data may include driver has arrived safely . The computing device may use a 
information about the driver , the vehicle , how the vehicle is geofence and a location detection system ( such as GPS ) to 
being driven , details about the environment , or any other determine that the driver has arrived at a predetermined 
such information helpful for determining a driving perfor location . The location may registered as a certain radius 
mance rating 30 around a specific point , such as a school or home . A driver 

In some arrangements , the computing device 100c may may configure the computing device 100c to send an auto 
receive telematics information indicating that the vehicle matic notification , a customized notification ( i.e. , prompt the 
202 is traveling a certain speed . In some instances , the driver for input ) , or not to send a notification all . The 
computing device 100c may record the speed of the vehicle . settings may be particular to a given location . For example , 
In other instances , the computing device 100c may deter- 35 a teen driver may choose to automatically notify his mother 
mine if the speed of the vehicle 202 exceeds a predetermined that he has arrived at school , but may not generate any 
limit . For example , a driver may be restricted from exceed notification when arriving home ( since his mother may be at 
ing 80 mph in their vehicle for more than 5 seconds at a time . the home when he gets there ) . 
If the driver exceeds that speed for more than 5 seconds , the In step 335 , the computing device 100c may transmit 
computing device 100c may record the amount of time that 40 metric information to a server , such as driving analysis 
the driver exceeds the speed . In some instances , the server 205. The computing device 100c may compile the 
restricted speed may vary based on a speed limit . For driving performance information into driving performance 
example , the computing device 100c may obtain the speed metrics for use by the driving analysis server 205. The 
limit for a road on which the vehicle is traveling , and the computing device 100c may then transmit the driving per 
driver may be restricted from exceeding 5 mph over the 45 formance metrics to the driving analysis server 205 . 
speed limit . The computing device 100c may , in some In step 340 , the driving analysis server 205 may generate 
examples , continually determine speed information for the a driver performance rating based on the driver performance 
duration of the drive . metric data , such as received environmental and / or telem 

In other arrangements , the computing device 100c may atics data as discussed above , received from the computing 
determine braking information for the drive based on the 50 device 100c . For instance , the driving analysis server 205 
received telematics data . The computing device 100c may may generate a rating out of , for example , one hundred for 
receive telematics information indicating hard braking the drive . For example , the driving analysis server 205 may 
events performed by vehicle 202. For example , the comput subtract a first predetermined number of points for every 
ing device 100c may record instances where the vehicle 202 hard braking event , subtract a second predetermined number 
decelerates beyond a predetermined threshold ( such as by 55 of points for every fifteen minutes spent night driving , and 
monitoring an accelerometer or GPS , or receiving data from subtract a third predetermined number of points for every 
a braking system of the vehicle 202 ) . The computing device second spent going more than 80 mph . The driving analysis 
100c may continually determine braking information for the may then generate a driver performance rating based 
duration of the drive . on the results . For example , if each instance of hard braking 

In further arrangements , the computing device 100c may 60 and night driving causes a five point reduction , and each 
determine environmental information based on the telemat occurrence of speeding causes a half point reduction , if a 
ics data . For example , the computing device 100c may driver had spent thirty seconds speeding , drove only in the 
determine time - of - day information for the drive , weather day , and had two occurrences of hard braking , the driver 
information , and the like . The computing device 100c may may get a score of seventy - five out of one hundred . 
record the time of day during which a drive occurs . For 65 In step 345 , the driving analysis server 205 may compare 
instance , the computing device 100c may record which the driver performance rating to a driver performance rating 
portions of a trip occur after a certain time ( e.g. , night threshold . For example , a driver may be required to score at 

server 
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least a predetermined threshold score to have achieved what For example , a driver who is at level 2 with nine good drives 
is considered a “ good ” rating . In one example , a score of in a row and scores a seventy may have their streak reset to 
seventy five out of one hundred may be considered a “ good ” zero , stay at level 2 , and therefore may have to restart the 
score . If the driver failed to achieve the threshold , such as by effort to meet the predetermined number of driver rating 
achieving a score less than the threshold , the driving analysis 5 thresholds met to complete level 2 and advance to level 3 . 
server 205 may proceed to reset ( e.g. , to zero drives or trips The method may subsequently terminate . having a predetermined threshold score ) a rating streak at In step 355 , the driving analysis server 205 may increment 
step 350. If the driver met or exceeded the driver perfor ( e.g. , increase by a count of , for example , one ) the number mance rating threshold , such as by scoring at or above the 
predetermined threshold , then the driver would have 10 threshold in the rating streak in response to the driver of consecutive driver ratings above the predetermined 
achieved the driving score , and a rating streak may be meeting a driver performance rating threshold . For example , extended in step 355 ( e.g. , a number of consecutive trips or 
drives above a predetermined threshold rating may be a driver who is at level 2 with nine good drives in a row and 
increased ) . scores an eighty may have their streak increased to 10 . 

In some examples , a driver may extend a rating streak 15 In step 360 , the driving analysis server 205 may check the 
until it reaches a rating streak threshold in order to advance current number of driver ratings above the predetermined 
in a competitive , game - like driving program . The game - like threshold in the rating streak against a rating streak thresh 
driving program may include driving levels , with each level old . If the rating streak threshold has been met ( e.g. , the 
including a rating streak threshold . The rating streak thresh predetermined number of consecutive driver ratings above 
old may include a predetermined number of consecutive 20 the predetermined threshold has been met ) , the driver's level 
driver ratings or scores above a driver rating threshold . The may increase . For example , if the driver currently at level 2 
predetermined number of consecutive driver ratings above has reached their 10th good drive in a row ( e.g. , tenth 
the driver rating threshold may be determined based on the consecutive driver rating above the predetermined driver 
driver level of the driver . Upon reaching a rating streak rating threshold ) , which is the rating streak threshold for that 
threshold for a particular driving level , the driver may 25 level , the driving analysis server 205 may promote the driver 
achieve a reward , such as a cash prize or donation to a to level 3 in step 365. If the driver has failed to reach the 
charity on their behalf . Additionally or alternatively , upon threshold , the method may terminate . 
reaching a rating streak threshold for a particular level , the In step 365 , the driving analysis server 205 may advance 
driver may be promoted to a new level and a rating streak the level of the driver in response to the driver meeting the 
may reset ( e.g. , consecutive number of driver ratings may 30 rating streak threshold . For instance , the driving analysis 
return to zero ) and a number of consecutive driver ratings server 205 may increase the level of the driver , reset the 
above a driver rating threshold may increase in association rating streak to zero , and increase the rating streak threshold 
with being promoted to the next level ( e.g. , rating streak according to the increased level . The driver may then be 
threshold for higher levels may include more consecutive provided with a reward in step 370 . 
driver ratings above the driver performance rating threshold 35 In step 370 , the driving analysis server 205 may provide 
than lower levels ) . For example , a first level ( e.g. , level 1 ) the driver with a level reward . In some instances , the driving 
may have a rating streak threshold of five driver ratings analysis server 205 may send a notification to the computing 
above a predetermined threshold . Accordingly , a driver may device 100c indicating that the driver has obtained a new 
need a streak of five drives rated above the driver perfor level . The driving analysis server 205 may also send a 
mance rating threshold to meet the parameters of level 1 and 40 notification to a friend's computer device 100p indicating 
advance to level 2. In some examples , a second level ( e.g. , that the driver has reached a higher level . 
level 2 ) may have a rating streak threshold of ten consecu In some embodiments , the driver may be given a financial 
tive driver ratings above the driver performance rating reward for reaching a higher level . In some instances , the 
threshold . Accordingly , a driver may have ten driver ratings driver may be rewarded by a charitable donation being made 
above the driver performance rating threshold in order to 45 to a predetermined or desired charity . A charitable donation 
complete level 2 and advance to level 3. In yet another may be a financial contribution of funds to a charity of the 
example , a third level ( e.g. , level 3 ) may have a rating streak organization or the driver's choosing . For example , a spon 
threshold of fifteen driver ratings above a predetermined sor ( such as an insurance provider or other corporation ) may 
threshold . Accordingly , a driver may have fifteen consecu pledge to give fifty dollars to a charity for every driver who 
tive driver ratings above the predetermined driver perfor- 50 reaches level five in a predetermined period of time , such as 
mance rating threshold in order to complete level 3 and within a month , with a maximum pledge of ten thousand 
advance to level 4. Additional levels may also be used dollars for the month . At the end of the month the sponsor 
without departing from the invention . If a driver does not may donate the money raised to the charity of their choos 
meet the driver rating threshold , the driver's streak ( e.g. , ing , and / or allow the drivers to select and / or vote on a 
number of consecutive drives above the driver rating thresh- 55 charity to receive the funds . In some instances , if the driver 
old ) may reset to zero , but the driver may maintain his or her has not selected a charity , the system may store the dona 
level . tions and allow the driver to select a destination charity at a 

In some embodiments , performance may be tracked and / later time . These financial rewards may have the advantage 
or rewarded in other ways . For example , an incentive for a of incentivizing teen drivers to use the program , using the 
particular time period may allow anyone who obtains a 60 “ carrot ” of a reward rather than the “ stick ” of a mandated or 
specified number of very high scores ( such as 95 or more out parent - monitored program . 
of 100 ) in that time period to be entered into a sweepstakes . FIGS . 4-6 illustrate various user interfaces generated by 
A winner may be chosen at random and awarded a monetary the vehicle telematics management system in accordance 
( or otherwise tangible ) prize . with various aspects of this disclosure . In some examples , 

In step 350 , the driving analysis server 205 may reset the 65 these user interfaces may be generated by a driver comput 
rating streak in response to a driver failing to meet a driver ing device 100c . It should be understood that the user 
performance rating threshold for a particular drive or trip . interfaces of FIGS . 4-6 are designed to illustrate various 
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features and aspects of the user interfaces and the system , FIG . 6 illustrates an example donation interface 600 in 
and do not limit the visual appearance or layout of the user accordance with further aspects of the disclosure . A set of 
interfaces . instructions 605 may inform a driver that he or she has been 

FIG . 4 illustrates a user interface 400 displaying an awarded a donation , and may select from a list of charities 
example rating screen for an example driver device program 5 610. The driver may have the option 620 to enter in a charity 
on a screen of a driver computing device 100c . The driver of their choosing . The user then may select one or more 
computing device 100c may be a smartphone , and the user charities from a list , such as by checking bubbles 615. In 
interface 400 may be part of a smartphone app . The shortcut some arrangements , the system may present a list of options 
may be presented on a home screen ( or desktop screen ) of for the driver to choose only one . In further arrangements , a 
an operating system executed by the driver computing 10 list may be presented , and a driver may vote on which 
device 100c . charity will receive a cumulative donation from multiple 

FIG . 4 further illustrates displaying ratings to a driver . A drivers . Additionally or alternatively , an interface may have 
rating 402 may inform the driver of his rating for his most an option to have any contributions made to a default charity 
recent drive . A rating bar 405 may inform the driver of ( e.g. , one chosen by the entity making the contribution , such 
events that impacted the rating 402. For instance , a speeding 15 as the insurance provider ) . 
period 405a may indicate the duration of a speeding event , In light of the user interfaces of FIGS . 4-6 , it should be 
and may note the speed traveled . A night - time driving period understood that other user interfaces may be generated and 
405b may indicate a portion of the drive conducted after a displayed on the driver computing device . Additionally , it 
specified time period ( e.g. , night driving ) . A hard braking should also be understood that related user interfaces may be 
event indicator 405c may indicate a period where a hard 20 generated and displayed on a friend's computing device 
braking event was recorded . Finally , a progress indicator 100p executing an instance of the system . 
410 may indicate progress toward any driver goals , such as Aspects of the invention have been described in terms of 
a progress for a current rating streak for a new level . illustrative embodiments thereof . Numerous other embodi 

FIG . 5 illustrates an example social interface 500 in ments , modifications , and variations within the scope and 
accordance with further aspects of the disclosure . The social 25 spirit of the appended claims will occur to persons of 
interface 500 features profiles of various friends that a driver ordinary skill in the art from a review of this disclosure . For 
can add to a competitive group . Each profile may represent example , one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that 
the levels , streaks , and / or ratings for the driver and / or their the steps illustrated in the illustrative figures may be per 
friends . For example , the friends and the driver may be formed in other than the recited order , and that one or more 
featured as a driver and passengers in a car and be a 30 steps illustrated may be optional in accordance with aspects 
“ caravan ” of people . In some instances , multiple vehicles of the invention . 
may be represented as each holding different drivers . 
Numerous social features may be represented within the What is claimed : 
social interface 500. The social interface 500 may display 1. A driving analysis system comprising a vehicle on 
the friends , the driver , and their respective levels . The social 35 board data recording system and a driving analysis server , 
interface 500 may display an incoming message 505. The wherein the vehicle on - board data recording system com 
incoming message 505 may be a predefined message , such prises : 
as a notification that the friend is approaching the driver's one or more vehicle operation sensors configured to 
level . The social interface 500 may display a quick notifi record vehicle operation data at a plurality of 
cation 510. The quick notification 510 may be a quick 40 vehicles associated with a plurality of drivers ; and 
message ( such as “ Honk ! ) that allows friends to say hello one or more telematics devices configured to transmit 
without needing a personalized message . The social inter the recorded vehicle operation data from the plurality 
face 500 may also allow the driver to send a taunt 515. For of vehicles to the driving analysis server , 
example , the driver may send a taunt 515 in the form of wherein the driving analysis server comprises a processor 
smoke , which may display in a friend's caravan . Alterna- 45 and a memory unit storing computer - executable 
tively , the smoke may cover the friend's screen when he instructions , which when executed by the processor , 
turns on his device or an associated app , and may display a cause the driving analysis server to : 
message such as " you have been smoked by John ! " In receive the vehicle operation data from the vehicle 
another example , the driver may send a taunt 515 in the form on - board data recording system ; 
of flashing headlights to another friend , which may indicate 50 determine , based on the received vehicle operation 
that the driver may be about to pass the friend's level . In data , a driver performance rating for each of the 
some instances the taunts may be generated automatically , plurality of drivers ; 
such as when driver's approach or pass each other's ' levels . compare the driver performance rating for each of the 

In some arrangements , shared driver levels may present a plurality of drivers against one or more predeter 
competitive aspect to the system . Drivers may compete to be 55 mined rating streak thresholds ; 
among the first to achieve a level for a reward . For example , determine a plurality of driver levels associated with 
the first five drivers to achieve a predetermined level may the plurality of drivers based on the comparison ; and 
achieve a prize . In other instances , social pressures may cause to display on a social interface , the plurality of 
create a game - like environment . For example , members of a driver levels associated with the plurality of drivers , 
“ caravan ” ( as described above ) may compete to see who can 60 in a competitive driving environment to encourage 
be the first to achieve a certain level . In some instances , safe driving behaviors . 
drivers may challenge each other for rewards . For example , 2. The driving analysis system of claim 1 , wherein the 
two drivers may wager in - game currency , and the first driver driving analysis server further comprises computer - execut 
to reach a level or the driver with the highest level at the end able instructions , which when executed by the processor , 
of the month wins . Such competitive aspects may help 65 cause the driving analysis server to : 
encourage participation in the system , which may encourage assign , a first driver and a second driver , from the plurality 
better driving of drivers , to a competitive group ; 
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determine that the first driver is at a first driver level and determining that the first driver is at a first driver level and 
the second driver is at a second driver level , wherein the second driver is at a second driver level , wherein 
the first driver level is higher than the second driver the first driver level is higher than the second driver 
level ; level ; 

advance the second driver level based on the received 5 advancing the second driver level based on the received 
vehicle operation data ; and vehicle operation data ; and generate a notification , via the social interface and to the generating a notification , via the social interface of a first first driver , that the second driver approaches the first mobile device of the first driver , that the second driver driver level . approaches the first driver level . 3. The driving analysis system of claim 2 , wherein the 10 

notification comprises : 10. The driving analysis system of claim 9 , wherein the 
notification comprises : a taunt in a form of smoke covering a screen when the first a taunt in a form of smoke covering a screen when the first driver turns on a device . driver turns on the first mobile device . 4. The driving analysis system of claim 2 , wherein the 

notification comprises : 11. The driving analysis system of claim 9 , wherein the 
a taunt in a form of flashing headlights to a first vehicle notification comprises : 
of the first driver , which indicates that the second driver a taunt in a form of flashing headlights to a first vehicle 
is about to pass the first driver level . of the first driver , which indicates that the second driver 

5. The driving analysis system of claim 1 , wherein the one is about to pass the first driver level . 
or more vehicle operation sensors comprise a global posi- 20 12. The driving analysis system of claim 8 , wherein the 
tioning system ( GPS ) and an accelerometer , and wherein the one or more vehicle operation sensors comprise a global 
one or more telematics devices comprise a mobile phone . positioning system ( GPS ) and an accelerometer . 

6. The driving analysis system of claim 1 , wherein the 13. The driving analysis system of claim 8 , wherein the 
vehicle operation data comprises one or more of a number vehicle operation data comprises one or more of a number 
of hard braking events , a number of speeding instances , or 25 of hard braking events , a number of speeding instances , or 
a length of time traveled at night . a length of time traveled at night . 

7. The driving analysis system of claim 2 , wherein the 14. The driving analysis system of claim 9 , wherein the driving analysis server further comprises computer - execut driving analysis server further comprises computer - execut 
able instructions , which when executed by the processor , able instructions , which when executed by the processor , 
cause the driving analysis server to : cause the driving analysis server to : receive a request to add a profile to a list of profiles receive a request to add a profile to a list of profiles associated with the first driver and the second driver ; associated with the first driver and the second driver , compile a list of driver levels associated with the profile 

and the list of profiles ; and compile a list of driver levels associated with the profile 
transmit the list of driver levels for output to a display in 35 and the list of profiles ; and 

the competitive driving environment . transmit the list of driver levels for output to a display on 
8. A driving analysis system comprising one or more the one or more mobile devices . 

mobile devices and a driving analysis server , 15. The driving analysis system of claim 13 , wherein the 
wherein the one or more mobile devices comprises one or number of hard braking events is assigned a first weight , 
more vehicle operation sensors configured to record 40 wherein the number of speeding instances is assigned a 
vehicle operation data at a plurality of vehicles asso second weight , wherein the length of time traveled at night 
ciated with a plurality of drivers and to transmit the is assigned a third weight ; 
vehicle operation data from the plurality of vehicles to wherein the first weight , the second weight , and the third 
the driving analysis server , and weight are different ; and 

wherein the driving analysis server comprises a processor 45 wherein the determining the driver performance rating for 
and a memory unit storing computer - executable each of the plurality of drivers , is based on the first 
instructions , which when executed by the processor , weight , the second weight , and the third weight . 
cause the driving analysis server to : 16. An apparatus comprising : 
receive the vehicle operation data from the one or more one or more vehicle operation sensors configured to 
mobile devices ; record vehicle operation data at a plurality of vehicles determine , based on the received vehicle operation associated with a plurality of drivers ; and data , a driver performance rating for each of the one or more telematics devices configured to transmit the plurality of drivers ; recorded vehicle operation data from the plurality of compare the driver performance rating for each of the vehicles to a processor , plurality of drivers against one or more predeter- 55 
mined rating streak thresholds ; the processor and a memory unit storing computer - ex 

determine a plurality of driver levels associated with ecutable instructions , which when executed by the 
the plurality of drivers based on the comparison ; and processor , cause the processor to : 

cause to display on a social interface of the one or more receive the vehicle operation data ; 
mobile devices , the plurality of driver levels associ- 60 determine , based on the received vehicle operation 
ated with the plurality of drivers , in a competitive data , a driver performance rating for each of the 
driving environment to encourage safe driving plurality of drivers ; 
behaviors . compare the driver performance rating for each of the 

9. The driving analysis system of claim 8 , further com plurality of drivers against one or more predeter 
prising : mined rating streak thresholds ; and 

assigning , a first driver and a second driver , from the determine a plurality of driver levels associated with 
plurality of drivers , to a competitive group ; the plurality of drivers based on the comparison ; and 

50 
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cause to display on a social interface , the plurality of 

driver levels associated with the plurality of drivers , 
in a competitive driving environment to encourage 
safe driving behaviors . 

17. The apparatus of claim 16 , wherein the processor 5 
further comprises computer - executable instructions , which 
when executed by the processor , cause the apparatus to : 

assign , a first driver and a second driver , from the plurality 
of drivers , to a competitive group ; 

determine that the first driver is at a first driver level and 10 
the second driver is at a second driver level , wherein 
the first driver level is higher than the second driver 
level ; 

advance the second driver level based on the received 
vehicle operation data ; and 

generate a notification , via the social interface and to the 
first driver , that the second driver approaches the first 
driver level . 

18. The apparatus of claim 17 , wherein the notification 
comprises : 

a taunt in a form of smoke covering a screen when the first 
driver turns on a device . 

19. The apparatus of claim 17 , wherein the notification 
comprises : 

a taunt in a form of flashing headlights to a first vehicle 25 
of the first driver , which indicates that the second driver 
is about to pass the first driver level . 

20. The apparatus of claim 16 , wherein the one or more 
vehicle operation sensors comprise a global positioning 
system ( GPS ) and an accelerometer , and wherein the one or 30 
more telematics devices comprise a mobile device . 
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